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USPTO pilot program reduced gender
disparities in patenting
Introduction

First-time inventors at the USPTO

As presented in a series of leading-edge reports from the
United States Patent and Trademark Ofce’s Ofce of the
Chief Economist (OCE), women remain underrepresented
as inventors named on U.S. patents.1 A recent OCE working
paper, “Closing the gender gap in patenting: Evidence from
a randomized control trial at the USPTO,” analyzes the frst
randomized control trial (RCT) undertaken by the USPTO.2
The RCT investigated the potential value of providing more
guidance and information to inventors who do not have
legal representation during patent prosecution (called pro
se applicants). The causal evidence shows that additional
guidance and information improved the chances of receiving
a patent for all pro se applicants. Importantly, women
benefted substantially more than men from this assistance,
thereby reducing gender disparities in patent application
allowance rates.

Figure 1 depicts the proportion of frst-time U.S.-based
men (green line) and women (gold line) inventors who fled
with small or micro entities (for example, small businesses,
nonprofts, and universities) at the USPTO. In 2018, just
over 50% of frst-time women fled with small and micro
entities, about 4.2-percentage points more than men.
Small and micro entities typically do not have the fnancial
resources or legal knowledge necessary to successfully
prosecute patent applications.3 As women are more likely
to enter the patent system through these organizational
forms, helping applicants navigate the complexities of
patent examination could be an efective way to address the
gender gap in patenting.

Figure 1: Share of frst-time U.S.-based inventors who fled USPTO patent applications with small and micro entities, 2001–2018
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Figure 2: Causal results of the Pro Se Pilot Examination Unit on the probability of pro se applicants receiving a USPTO patent
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Note: The black vertical lines in the fgure represent 90% confdence intervals. Although the chances that a woman receives a patent relative to a man is
persistently lower across groups and the impact of the pilot on men is always positive, the size of these efects are not always statistically diferent from zero at the
10% level of signifcance.

The Pro Se Pilot Examination Unit reduced gender
disparities in patenting
In response to the America Invents Act, the USPTO created
the Pro Se Pilot Examination Unit in October 2014 to assist
applicants who do not have legal representation. Figure 2
portrays the causal results of the Pro Se Pilot Examination
Unit for three groups of pro se applicants at the USPTO: all
applicants, including foreign flers (the left set of bars), U.S.
applicants only (the middle set of bars), and frst-time U.S.
applicants (the right set of bars).
The gender gap (blue bars) is negative for all three groups,
indicating that women had a lower probability of receiving
a patent than men. This gap increased for U.S. applicants,
and frst-time U.S. applicants had the largest gender gap, at
about 13 percentage points.4
The impact of the Pro Se Pilot Examination Unit was similar
for all three groups of men applicants: It increased their
likelihood of receiving a patent by 4.6 to 6.1 percentage
points.

The Pro Se Pilot Examination Unit had a much larger impact
for women pro se applicants. For all women applicants,
it increased the likelihood of receiving a patent by 16.8
percentage points. The efect was even larger for U.S.
women applicants and frst-time U.S. women applicants,
at 19.7 percentage points and 23.5 percentage points,
respectively. The Pro Se Pilot Examination Unit benefted
women more in the groups that experienced the largest
gender disparities in patenting. For example, frst-time
women applicants had the largest gender gap, and were
also helped the most from the Pro Se Pilot Examination Unit.
These causal results demonstrate that additional guidance
and communication during patent examination is an
efective way to improve patent examination outcomes for
pro se applicants, especially for women.
Suggested citation: U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofce, 2022. “USPTO
pilot program reduced gender disparities in patenting,” Economic
Note, No. 102, Ofce of the Chief Economist, November 2022.
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